Library Study Spaces

with thanks to Nate Cardin ’05 & Andrew Kingsley ’16

By Laura Braunstein

ACROSS
1. Collis bar item
6. Button action
10. ___ Wheelock House
14. Helps with the dishes
15. Queens stadium
16. Desire
17. Space for social study
20. Women who won 2017 All-NEISA honors
21. Uselessly, with "to"
22. Coach Parseghian
23. Another name for a character played by Ian McShane on "American Gods"
24. Scottish hats
27. Space for all-night study
33. Historical period
34. 251, in old Rome
35. European capital
36. Changed
38. Safe places for 20-Across
40. Caveman diet
41. Biondi Park stats
42. ___ tai
43. Space for reserved study
46. Marvin of soul
47. Once ___ a time
48. ___ Schwarz (bygone toy retailer)
50. Mindy Kaling ’01 pitched one to Fox in 2012
54. Swirl and Pearl offering
58. Space for caffeinated study
60. Drama award
61. Prepared to drive at the Hanover Country Club
62. Garlicky sauce
63. BlitzMail folder
64. Had too much, for short
65. Neighbors of Zetes and Tri-Kaps

DOWN
1. Formats for some course readings
2. Opera solo
3. Apple assistant
4. Electric cars
5. NYC Place
6. Bros
7. GI service gp.
8. 2014 Commencement speaker Rhimes '91
9. Valiant
10. Mountain hgt.
11. Common migraine symptom
12. Antidepressant med.
13. "brb"
18. European LSA destination
19. What 20% of Dartmouth graduates become
23. Egg: Prefix
24. Beat
25. Like crowds at Homecoming
26. Actress Thomas
28. Dated
29. 2016 World Series champion
30. Pleasant smell
31. Venture
32. Nail polish brand
34. Count at Food Court?
37. Candy in a dispenser
38. Network for David Benioff '92
39. Target
41. Burgundy of comedy
44. Iberian city
45. Went bad
46. Thompson Arena position
49. BBC sitcom, to fans
50. Bout enders
51. Feeling
52. Nabokov novel that you might read in RUSS 31
53. The Beach Boys' "___ Around"
54. "Winter Carnival" screenwriter Schulberg '36
55. ___ one's own horn
56. iTunes contract, for short
57. Fleischer, Emanuel, and others
59. Laugh syllable